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Abstract
Overdiagnosis is a phenomenon in which screening identifies cancer which may not go on to cause symptoms or
death. Women over 65 who develop breast cancer bear the heaviest burden of overdiagnosis. This work introduces
novel machine learning algorithms to improve diagnostic accuracy of breast cancer in aging populations. At the same
time, we aim at minimizing unnecessary invasive procedures (thus decreasing false positives) and concomitantly
addressing overdiagnosis. We develop a novel algorithm, Logical Differential Prediction Bayes Net (LDP-BN), that
calculates the risk of breast disease based on mammography findings. LDP-BN uses Inductive Logic Programming
(ILP) to learn relational rules, selects older-specific differentially predictive rules, and incorporates them into a Bayes
Net, significantly improving its performance. In addition, LDP-BN offers valuable insight into the classification
process, revealing novel older-specific rules that link mass presence to invasive, and calcification presence and lack
of detectable mass to DCIS.
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Introduction

Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer among women, with a 12% probability of incidence in a lifetime 4 .
Breast cancer has two basic stages: an earlier in situ stage where cancer cells are still confined where they developed,
and a subsequent invasive stage where cancer cells infiltrate surrounding tissue. Since nearly all ductal carcinoma
in situ (DCIS) cases can be cured 3 , current practice is to treat DCIS occurrences in order to avoid progression into
invasive tumors 4 . However, the time required for a DCIS tumor to reach invasive stage may be sufficiently long
for a woman to die of other causes 10,46 ; raising the possibility that the diagnosis may not have been necessary, a
phenomenon called overdiagnosis.
Estimates of cancer overdiagnosis range from 25% − 52% and likely occur more frequently in women with limited life
expectancy and indolent (non-invasive and low grade) disease 56,27 . This is mostly the case of older women, since their
breast cancers tend to be less aggressive 18,26 and may accompany co-morbidities 25,57 . Furthermore, less aggressive
disease as seen in DCIS may not cause morbidity or mortality in older women because of limited life expectancy 17 .
While DCIS incidence and detection rate significantly increased over the years in all age groups 6 , its increase rate was
most notable in women > 50 54 .
On one hand, it is clear that screening mammography in aging populations diagnoses disease at an earlier stage and
reduces recognized age disparities in breast cancer mortality 34,44 . On the other, inherent problems with screening
mammography, specifically false positive rates 16 and overdiagnosis 56 , have a substantial influence on the efficacy of
screening in older age groups. False positives lead to high rates of breast biopsy, a costly, invasive and potentially
painful procedure 42 . In the US, women > 65 are estimated to undergo 140, 000 biopsies per year, most of which
reveal a benign finding 21 .
The above shortcomings are amplified by the fact that, by 2050, the number of women > 65 is projected to be
more than double, and the number of women > 85 to be more than triple, their numbers in 2010 53 . For these
reasons, the 2009 US National Institutes of Health consensus conference on DCIS highlighted the need for methods
that can accurately identify patient subgroups that would benefit most from treatment, as well as those who do not need
treatment 2 . For the latter, the risk of progression would be low enough to employ watchful waiting (mammographic
evaluation at short term intervals) rather than biopsy 48 .
In order to advocate for watchful waiting rather than biopsy in women > 65, risk prediction of benign, DCIS, and
invasive disease based on mammographic features must be accurate. The literature confirms that the mammographic
appearance as described by the radiologist can predict the histology of breast cancer 52,51 . Fortunately, mammography performs superiorly in older women 45 , and mammography features are based on a standardized Breast Imaging

Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) lexicon 5 . In fact, Bayes Net models built using BI-RADS mammography
features can accurately determine breast disease in a general population 8,7 .
Nevertheless, to personalize and optimize breast cancer diagnosis in aging women, we need multirelational algorithms
that can address the reality of disease heterogeneity (in our case, based on age), while learning predictive variables
for risk prediction in the target population. In this work, we introduce our Logical Differential Prediction Bayes Net
(LDP-BN) algorithm, which integrates three machine learning techniques to optimize breast cancer risk prediction in
women > 65. These techniques include: 1) leveraging multi-relational data to discover predictive rules via Inductive
Logic Programming (ILP), 2) addressing breast cancer heterogeneity by performing differential prediction over age,
and 3) incorporating these predictive logical rules, tailored to women > 65, into a Bayes Net for classification/risk
prediction.
Our aim is to improve the diagnosis of invasive breast cancer while minimizing unnecessary invasive procedures
(decrease false positives) and concomitantly address overdiagnosis. On a dataset composed of biopsy-confirmed
invasive and DCIS mammography records, LDP-BN shows a statistically significant improved predictive power in
women > 65 as compared to the base case Bayes Net model in this age group.
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Background

Classical classification problems focus on segregating between two or more target classes, while maximizing a given
statistic (e.g., accuracy, precision, recall, area under the curve) 35 . Nevertheless, the predictive power of a classifier can
vary across the input space and the classifier may exhibit significant differences over particular instance subgroups.
A classifier is differentially predictive when it behaves differently over the input space, making consistent nonzero
errors of prediction for members of a given subgroup 9 . Capturing and modeling this differential prediction allows for
a deeper understanding of the underlying problem, context-specific decision making, and identification of diverging
data subsets.
Differential prediction was originally used in psychology to assess the fairness of cognitive and educational tests. It
is detected by fitting a common regression equation and checking for systematic prediction discrepancies for given
subgroups, or by building regression models for each subgroup and testing for differences between the resulting
models 30,58 . An example is assessing how college admission test scores predict first year cumulative grades for males
and females. For each gender group, we fit a regression model. We then compare the slope, intercept and/or standard
errors for both models. If they differ, then the test exhibits differential prediction and may be considered unfair.
An important application of differential prediction is in marketing studies, where it can be used to understand the
best targets for an advertising campaign and is often known as uplift modeling. Seminal work includes true response
modeling 43 , true lift model 32 , and incremental value modeling 24 . As an example, one group combined a regression
and a decision tree model to identify customers for whom direct marketing has sufficiently large impact 24 . The splitting
criterion is obtained by computing the difference between the estimated probability increase for the attribute on the
treatment set and the estimated probability increase on the control set.
The classification literature, especially in the medical domain, has extended the differential prediction concept to
differences in predicted performance when an instance is classified into one condition rather than into another 49 .
Hence differential prediction is detected by comparing the performance of different classifiers on the same subgroup
(e.g. 15 ), or the same classifier on different subgroups (e.g. 41,55 ).
To the best of our knowledge, our group was the first to explicitly identify relational rules that achieve a differential
prediction across given subsets 37,38 . In a prior work, given a 2-strata (older/younger) 2-class (invasive/DCIS) data, we
divided each stratum into a training and a testing set 37 . Aiming at uncovering age-specific invasive and DCIS breast
cancer rules, we trained an ILP model on one stratum training subset, and tested its resulting rules on the same-stratum
and different-stratum testing subsets. We reported rules which exceed precision and recall thresholds over their samestratum testing set, and whose precision is significantly better on the same-stratum as compared to the different-stratum
testing sets.
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Logical Differential Prediction Bayes Net

In this work, we present the Logical Differential Prediction Bayes Net (LDP-BN) algorithm, which extends our previous ILP-based differential rule learner and incorporates the differential rules in a Bayes Net.
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) is a commonly used machine learning approach for relational rule learning 13 . ILP
generates a hypothesis composed of a set of logical if-then rules that cover most of the positive examples, and as few
negative examples as possible.
We use the ILP system Aleph 50 , which is based on the Progol algorithm 36 . Progol’s main advantage is the use of
a bottom clause to guide the search. Aleph randomly selects a positive example pos(xi ) and searches for the most
specific hypothesis ⊥i that, together with the background knowledge B, entails xi : (B ∧ ⊥i ∧ xi ) ` pos(xi ). This
is the “saturation” step, and ⊥i is the bottom clause for example i. The use of a bottom clause ensures that, by
construction, all clauses in a refinement graph search are guaranteed to cover at least the example associated with the
bottom clause.
Aleph then performs a general-to-specific top-down hypothesis space search, bounded by the most general possible
hypothesis and by the bottom clause. To do so, Aleph guides the search using the bottom clause. Starting with the
most general hypothesis pos(X), Aleph refines the clause by repeatedly adding literals from the bottom-clause. This
process is the “reduction” step. Algorithm 1 highlights the major steps of Aleph.
Algorithm 1 Aleph
Require: Examples E, mode declarations M, background knowledge B, Scoring function S
Learned rules ← {}
P os ← all positive examples in E
while P os do
Select example e ∈ P os
Construct bottom clause ⊥e from e, M and B
. Saturation step
Candidate literals ← Literals(⊥e )
N ew rule ← pos(X)
. Most general rule
repeat
. Top-down reduction step
Best literal ←
argmax
S(N ew rule with precondition L)
L∈Candidate literals

add Best literal to preconditions of N ew rule
until No more S(N ew rule) score improvement
Learned rules ← Learned rules + N ew rule
P os ← P os − {members of P os covered by N ew rule}
end while
return Learned rules
To learn older-specific rules, we start by constructing an ILP model that learns rules discriminating between DCIS and
invasive over the older cohort. By construction, the resulting rules perform well over the older stratum. We then test
each one of these rules on the younger stratum, and keep rules that perform poorly. The greater a rule’s performance
difference between the older and younger strata, the more differential predictive this rule is. Figure 1 is a flowchart of
this ILP-based differentially predictive algorithm.
We use m-estimate to represent the probability of an example given a rule. We set both m and the minimum number
of positive examples to be covered by an acceptable rule to 10% of the number of positive examples per stratum and
class. Given a rule R covering P (R) positives and N (R) negatives over data D, with P rior being the fraction of
positive examples in the data D, m-estimate is computed as:
mestimate(R|D) = (P (R) + m × P rior) ÷ (P (R) + N (R) + m)).

(1)
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Figure 1: Differential Prediction approach to identify older-specific logical rules
When constructing rules over the older dataset, we score each rule R by considering its positive cover and m-estimate:
S(R|older) = poscover(R|older) × mestimate(R|older).

(2)

The benefit of using ILP in differential prediction is twofold. First, we can use a first-order logic formulation to
represent complex relational patterns. Second, we shall take advantage of ILP’s ability to learn easy-to-understand
logical if-then rules, whereas each individual rule can be viewed as a concept. We can thus identify rules that only
apply to particular data subsets, isolate subgroups covered by a particular rule, and incorporate the differential rules
into a Bayes Net as additional features.
Bayesian Belief Networks (Bayes Nets) are informatics tools used for predicting the probability (risk) of an outcome
based on observed variables. Bayes Nets predict the probability of an outcome using a graphical structure encoding
variables (nodes), conditional dependence relationships (arcs) and probabilities quantified in conditional probability
tables associated with each node 35 .
Given feature vectors composed of discrete variables, Bayes Nets can be learned directly from data. Using various
heuristic search techniques, the objective is to infer a network that best represents the training data probability distribution. After the Bayes Net structure is determined, conditional probability tables are computed using standard
occurrence counting techniques 35 .
We use the Tree Augmented Naive Bayes (TAN) algorithm 19 . TAN starts with a Naive Bayes structure: the class
variable has no parents, and is itself the sole parent of each attribute. TAN then adds arcs between variables to
approximate the interactions between attributes. It uses a tree structure to ensure that each attribute has at most one
other attribute augmenting edge pointing to it.
Once we generate ILP differential rules, we incorporate them as additional variables in the original data feature vector.
Each rule can be seen as a binary variable: a given example is either covered or not covered by that rule. We then learn
a Bayes Net over the rule-augmented data. This resulting Bayes Net is a Logical Differential Prediction Bayes Net.
4

Materials and Methods

We apply LDP-BN to the same 2-strata (older/younger) 2-class (invasive/DCIS) dataset containing consecutive mammography studies spanning 1997-2004 from the University of California, San Francisco 37 . The dataset age-based
separation is correlated with menopausal status. Whereas the younger cohort (< 50) is mostly premenopausal, the
middle cohort (50 − 65) contains most perimenopausal, and the older cohort (> 65) is mostly postmenopausal.
To accentuate age-based differences, we limit our age-based analysis to the younger and older cohorts. The older
cohort is composed of patients aged > 65, while the younger cohort groups patients < 50. If age based differences
exist, they are most likely explained by steady and gradual changes rather than an abrupt shift at any single age.
In fact, early work showed that the assignment of mammography exams into specific age cohorts with a certain cut
point (usually at age 50) may not be desirable unless outcomes abruptly change at this cut point 29 . Changes due to
menopause do not appear as sharp changes at any specific age when averaged over a population of women. Removing
the middle-age group helps impose a more marked distinction between older and younger age groups making potential

Structured
Family breast cancer history
Personal breast cancer history
Prior surgery
Palpable lump
Screening v/s diagnostic
Indication for exam
Breast Density
Left BI-RADS category
Right BI-RADS category
Combined BI-RADS category
Principal finding

Extracted using NLP 39
Mass margin
Mass shape
Calcification distribution
Calcification morphology
Architectural distortion
Associated findings
Mammary lymph node
Asymmetric breast tissue
Focal asymmetric density
Tubular density
Mass size

Table 1: Dataset structured and extracted features
observed differences clearer.
Our dataset contains 401 mammograms in older women diagnosed invasive breast cancer, 132 mammograms in older
women diagnosed DCIS, 264 mammograms in younger women diagnosed invasive, and 110 mammograms in younger
women diagnosed DCIS. All invasive and DCIS cancers were biopsy-proven. The mammography reports use a structured format that records patient characteristics and examination findings (Table 1). BI-RADS descriptors were extracted from the dictated text 39 .
Breast cancer data is multi-relational, combining clinical data on multiple levels including the patient, mammogram,
abnormality, biopsy, pathology, etc. In addition, temporal relationships influence prediction accuracy. For example,
a patient’s prior mammogram can profoundly influence the likelihood of breast cancer on a subsequent examination
based on changes seen 11 . ILP can naturally represent such relational and temporal relationships without information
loss, changes in data frequencies, nor explosion in database size. For that, we need to augment the original data with
relational and temporal predicates that link multiple records together (Table 2). Each such predicate is analogous to a
table in an entityrelationship database scheme. For example, adding the old study (id, old id) predicate allows a rule
to link a given patient’s mammogram to her prior observations and records.
first diagnostic mammogram (id)
old study (id, old id)
old biopsy (id, old id, result)
old biopsy same location (id, old id, result)
mass size decrease (id, old id)
mass size increase (id, old id)
this side BI-RADS old study (id, old id, old BI-RADS)
other side BI-RADS old study (id, old id, old BI-RADS)
combined BI-RADS old study (id, old id, old BI-RADS)
this side BI-RADS decrease (id, old id)
other side BI-RADS decrease (id, old id)
combined BI-RADS decrease (id, old id)
this side BI-RADS increase by at least X (id, old id)
other side BI-RADS increase by at least X (id, old id)
combined BI-RADS increase by at least X (id, old id)
Table 2: List of ILP temporal and relational extensional predicates
We use ILP to generate older-specific invasive and DCIS differentially predictive rules. Since we are only interested
in older-specific differential prediction in this project, we do not revert the stratum order of Figure 1 and hence we
do not learn younger-specific rules. We define older-specific differentially predictive rules as those having a good
performance on the older-stratum (recall > 10%, precision > 60%), and a worse performance on the younger-stratum

(both older-stratum precision and recall results are no worse than younger’s, one of them being statistically significantly better at the 95% confidence level 22 ). We then incorporate all learned differential rules into a Bayes Net for
older-specific invasive/DCIS prediction. Given a patient mammography record, our LDP-BN, like the standard Bayes
Net, outputs the probability of this record being invasive versus in situ.
To train and test the LDP-BN, we use conventional stratified 10-fold cross validation, which ensures that cases used
to train the model are never used for testing that model. Since the rule-learning component of LDP-BN can represent
temporal relationships by relating distinct records, we require that all records of the same patient be in the same fold.
We construct the ROC curves with the final curve being the result of vertically averaging the 10 curves from the 10
folds. We perform ILP experiments with the YAP Prolog compiler 47 , and construct the Bayes Net using Weka 23 .
5

Results

We compare the Logical Differential Prediction Bayes Net with the Bayes Net built without the added differential
prediction rules. Table 3 shows the Area Under the ROC Curve for each of the 10 folds. Figure 2 depicts the final
ROC curves, with LDP-BN constantly outperforming Bayes Net. The area under the curve is 0.8304 for Bayes Net, and
0.8911 for LDP-BN. The difference is statistically significant, with a paired two-tailed t-test giving p-value < 0.0001.
Fold

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Bayes Net
LDP-BN

0.8067
0.8846

0.8208
0.8996

0.8714
0.8973

0.8438
0.8714

0.7990
0.8615

0.8769
0.9346

0.7183
0.8163

0.9154
0.9654

0.8490
0.9317

0.8154
0.8779

Table 3: Area under the ROC curve results for the Bayes Net and LDP-BN algorithms over the 10 folds

Figure 2: Final ROC curves for the Bayes Net and LDP-BN algorithms
LDP-BN returned several rules, some of which characterize DCIS and others characterize invasive cancers. All these
rules were incorporated in the final LDP-BN model. We hereby present their English translation. A mammogram is
older-specific DCIS differentially predictive if:
1. The principal finding is calcification or single dilated duct, and the patient had no prior surgery.
2. The principal finding is calcification or single dilated duct, and the currently examined breast had a BI-RADS
category of 1 in a previous study.
3. The principal finding is calcification or single dilated duct, and the other side breast had a BI-RADS category of
1 in a previous study.

4. The principal finding is calcification or single dilated duct, and in a previous study both breasts had the same
BI-RADS category.
5. The principal finding is calcification or single dilated duct, the breast density is 2, and there is no focal asymmetric density.
6. The currently examined breast BI-RADS category increased by at least three since a previous unilateral exam
of the same breast, no reported mass.
7. The currently examined breast had a BI-RADS category of 2 during a prior screening visit, no reported mass.
8. The indication of exam is breast problem other, patient has no prior surgery, and no reported mass.
A mammogram is older-specific invasive differentially predictive if:
9. The patient has a prior invasive biopsy.
10. The currently examined breast’s prior first diagnostic exam didn’t confirm a malignancy.
11. The principal finding is mass, and the patient does not have a family history of breast cancer.
12. Mass size is between 8 and 20 mm inclusive, and no reported calcification morphology.
13. Mass size is less than or equal to 18 mm, no reported mass shape, and no reported calcification morphology.
6

Discussion

Logical Differential Prediction Bayes Net, which incorporates differentially predictive rules into a Bayes Net, clearly
improves its classification/risk prediction. The improvement is statistically significant (p-value < 0.0001), and the
LDP-BN ROC constantly outperforms Bayes Net’s ROC (Figure 2). In addition to improving invasive/DCIS prebiopsy detection, the differential rules themselves provide valuable insight into each disease’s differential features.
Several observations emerge from the returned rules.
First we note that the principal mammographic finding is a calcification or a single dilated duct in several older-specific
DCIS rules (rules 1 − 5, some of which are redundant). A single dilated duct is a rare finding and was combined
with calcification in our data for convenience. Based on these rules, calcification —the more common finding—
is a differential predictor of DCIS older patients, which is a novel and interesting result. A possible explanation is
that, in asymptomatic women, DCIS disease is often associated with screen-detected micro-calcifications; while in
symptomatic women, DCIS is associated with a palpable mass or pathological nipple discharge 40 . DCIS tends to be
more indolent, non-palpable, and manifest as micro-calcification in older patients; in contrast to younger women who
tend to have more rapidly proliferating cancers that develop into a palpable mass 20 . This previously unreported finding
merits further investigation.
Interestingly, rule 5 combines DCIS and a specific type of breast density, breast density class 2 out of an increasing
density scale of 1 − 4. This is a relatively low breast density, more common in older women, since breast density
decreases with age 28 . A lower breast density significantly increases mammogram sensitivity 33 , allowing for easier
micro-calcification detection, as is captured by rule 5.
In rule 6, the increase in the examined breast BI-RADS category indicates DCIS. The BI-RADS category summarizes
the examining radiologist’s opinion and findings concerning the mammogram 5 . It takes values {1, 2, 3, 0, 4, 5}, in increasing order of malignancy probability. An increase in the BI-RADS category over multiple visits reflects increasing
suspicion of malignancy. This may be a more pronounced feature in older women because they tend to have more
prior mammograms.
The next observation spans both invasive and DCIS rules, and links the current mammogram with previous ones (rules
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10). This too may be a more pronounced feature in older women because they tend to have more prior

mammograms than younger women. In fact, regular screening mammography is usually recommended for women
aged 40 and above.
Unlike DCIS rules which require a lack of prior surgery (rules 1, 8), older-specific invasive rule 9 specifies a prior
invasive biopsy. A prior biopsy revealing invasive disease is thus a predictor of invasive recurrence in older women.
This may reflect the higher risk of proliferation and recurrence of invasive tumors 31 which, combined with a longer
life-span for the recurrence to manifest itself, is more common in older women.
The last observation is the presence of a mass for older-specific invasive differential prediction (rules 11 − 13), and its
absence for DCIS (rules 6−8). Studies have shown that breast cancer in younger women is pathophysiologically more
aggressive and has a poorer prognosis 14,20 . Younger women tend to have higher proportions of poorly differentiated,
rapidly proliferating tumors (be it invasive or DCIS) that tend to be larger 1 . This increases the likelihood of a mass
associated with a DCIS tumor in younger women; explaining why the lack of a reported mass is differentially predictive
of DCIS in older women. Concomitantly, tumors in older women tend to grow at a slower rate, and once it is detectable
as a mass, it may more likely be invasive. This novel finding merits further investigation.
7

Future Work

This work can be extended in multiple directions. First, we note that LDP-BN rules are learned for their differential
predictive potential, separately from the Bayes Net. Integrating the differential rules identification and the Bayesian
Network construction into a global optimization framework may result in a better performance 12 .
Second, our differential prediction approach is a generate-then-test method. Target stratum rules are generated by
training solely on the target stratum subset, and then filtered by testing on the other stratum. A more rigorous approach
is to use test-incorporation, by altering the ILP search space to be differential-sensitive 38 .
Third, we only proposed solutions for the 2-strata 2-class LDP-BN problem. We plan on exploring multi-strata and
multi-class LDP-BN. For instance, a natural extension of our work is to build an LDP-BN that predicts invasive, in
situ and benign findings.
Finally, a practical extension of this work would be a nomogram or an online calculator. Such a tool can be used by
patients and physicians alike for a more personalized assessment.
8

Conclusion

In this work, we present our novel Logical Differential Prediction Bayes Net (LDP-BN) algorithm. LDP-BN uses ILP
to discover relational logical rules that predict cancer diagnosis. Furthermore, since breast cancer pathophysiology
and prognosis differs based on age, LDP-BN uses differential prediction to extract tailored rules optimizing accuracy
for women > 65. Finally, LDP-BN incorporates the differentially predictive logical rules as variables in a Bayes Net.
The need is clear: our breast cancer invasive/DCIS data is multi-relational (combining predictive variables on different
levels including the patient, mammogram, and pathology report) and contains important temporal relationships (a
patient’s prior mammogram can profoundly influence the likelihood of breast cancer on a subsequent examination).
Our results show that LDP-BN significantly outperforms Bayes Net.
In addition, our differentially predictive rule-discovery approach offers interesting insight into the invasive/DCIS differential space. It matches many of the prior invasive versus DCIS knowledge, and also generates new rules that merit
further investigation. Namely, we find novel older-women specific rules that link mass presence to invasive, and lack
of detectable mass as well as calcification presence to DCIS.
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